Lenses
Digital Cameras

• Light focused by the lens

Lenses
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Shutter Speed
Holding a Camera Steady
Shooting Modes
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Lenses
• Positive lens
– Converging lens
– Focuses image

Lenses
What is difference in perspective between these
two pictures?

• Negative lens
– Diverging lens
– Spreads image out

• Actual camera lens
– Collection of lenses, called
“elements”
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Lenses

Lenses

• Field of view depends on focal length of lens. For a simple lens the focal

Most digital cameras have zoom lenses

length is the distance from the center of the lens to the sensor.
• Wide Angle
– Wide field of view
– Most of subject
reaches sensor
– Expansive photo

• Telephoto

Wide angle
Optical zoom is good.

Telephoto

– Narrow field of view
– Small portion of
subject reaches
sensor
– Magnified

Digital zoom is not.

Zoom Lenses
• Simplified diagram below

Telephoto
Both of these pictures were taken with a telephoto lens.
What features of telephoto shots do they illustrate?
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Telephoto
Compresses and
flattens the image

Wide Angle
Isolates the subject

Wide Angle
1. Expansive view
2. Easier to keep
everything in focus

Perspective distortion

Both of these pictures were shot with a wide angle lens.
What features of wide angle shots do they illustrate?

Focal Length and Lens Type
• 35 mm camera
– Normal lens: focal length = 50 to 55 mm
– Wide angle lens: 35 mm or smaller
– Telephoto: 65 mm lens or larger

• Digital camera
– Smaller sensor
– Lenses more like telephoto
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Digital Multiplier

Aperture

• Digital multiplier converts focal length of digital camera
lens to 35-mm equivalent

• The diaphragm is located in the lens behind the glass
• The aperture size limits amount of light reaching sensor

– Consumer cameras: DM around 4
– Digital SLRs: DM around 1.5
Camera

DM

Nikon CoolPix 8700
Nikon D70

4
1.5

Zoom Range (mm)

35 mm equivalent (mm)

9 – 71
18 – 70

35 – 280
27 – 105

Digital cameras offer more on the telephoto end and less
on the wide angle
•

http://science.howstuffworks.com/camera1.htm

Aperture Size
• Size of hole in the diaphragm through
which light passes.
• Aperture sizes are called f-stops

Aperture Size
• Helps control exposure of image

– f1.4, f2, f2.8, f4, f5.6, f8, f11, f16, f22
– Amount of light doubles with each f-stop
• Light at f1.4 = 2 x (Light at f2)
• Note: Small f-stop means larger aperture and more
light

Well exposed

Underexposed

Overexposed

(Not enough light)

(Too much light)
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Aperture: Depth of Field
What is difference between these images?

18mm lens f4

1/6400 s

Aperture: Depth of Field
• The aperture affects the portion of the image
that is sharply in focus
• This is called depth of field (DOF)

18 mm lens f22 1/320 s
18mm lens f4

Depth of Field
• Depth of field
– Distance in front of subject and in back of subject within which
things are in focus.
– Shallow DOF: Not much in focus except the subject
– Deep DOF: A lot in focus

1/6400 s

18 mm lens f22 1/320 s

Depth of Field Depends on:
• Type of lens
– Telephoto lens: Shallow DOF
– Wide angle lens: Deep DOF

• Aperture
– Wide aperture (low f-stop): Shallow DOF
– Narrow aperture (high f-stop): Deep DOF

• Distance from subject
– Close to subject: Shallow DOF
– Far from subject: Deep DOF
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Depth of Field
• What can you say about the DOF in this picture?
• How does it help the purpose of the picture?

Depth of Field
• Shallow DOF: isolates subject from background

200 mm telephoto (35 mm equivalent = 300 mm)
f11 1/500 sec

Depth of Field
• DOF can help tell a story (beginning, middle, end).
• How does this work in this picture?
• What story does the picture tell about this village?

Depth of Field
• Deep depth of field can tell a story
– Understanding Digital Photography, pp 34 – 41
– In focus from front to back
– Wide angle lens, narrow aperture

18 mm lens
(35 mm equiv = 27 mm)
f11
1/400 s
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Depth of Field
• Digital cameras: small sensor makes
lenses more like telephoto
– DOF not affected by sensor size
– In essence have telephoto lenses with wide
angle DOF

• May be more difficult to isolate subject
from the background
• Story-telling images easier, though

Shutter Speed
• Shutter opens to allow light through

Diffraction Limits
• Small apertures good for telling stories
• Small apertures also may diffract light
– Lessens the sharpness of images

• With digital camera, may not want to use
smaller aperture than f/11

Shutter Speed
• Light only reaches sensor when shutter is
open
• Shutter speed helps determine exposure
• Shutter speed also can help tell a story
about speed and action

http://science.howstuffworks.com/camera1.htm
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Shutter Speed
Fast or slow shutter speed in these pictures? What does
this help capture?

Shutter Speed
Fast or slow shutter speed in this picture? What does
this help capture?

Shutter Speed
• Fast shutter speeds can freeze action
– 1/400 s to 1/1000 s

Shutter Speed
• Slow shutter speed can express motion

105 mm
1/30 s
f5.6
(Image stabilized
lens)
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Shutter Speed
• Generally, our shaky hands limit shutter
speeds to 1/60 s and faster
• Telephoto lenses require faster speeds
– Probably 1/200 s or faster

• There are a variety of ways to help hold a
camera steady
– Allows slower shutter speeds

Keeping a Camera Steady

Keeping a Camera Steady
• Image stabilization: Lenses or cameras that
compensate for camera shake
– Lenses
• Gyroscope signals floating lens element to move
• Light path through lens is steady even if camera is not

– Cameras
• Angle of image sensor changes to keep scene steady even if
camera is not

– Allows you to shoot a picture at 1/60 or 1/125 sec that
would require 1/500 sec without image stabilization
– Doesn’t help if subject is moving
– How Digital Photography Works, pp 58 – 63

Keeping a Camera Steady
The way you hold your camera can help keep it steady

• Use a tripod
– Allows very slow shutter speeds
• Essential for shooting at night or in other
low-light situations

1. Use the camera’s viewfinder rather than the LCD screen.
2. Support the camera with your left hand
3. Place your right hand so that your index finger is on the shutter release.

– Useful for close-up shots that have
shallow DOF
– Helps careful composition of
images, even if have adequate light

http://www.digicamhelp.com/taking-photos/basic-techniques/hold-digicam.php
http://www.camerahobby.com/EBook-HoldingCamera_Chapter5Sub.htm
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Keeping a Camera Steady
4. Stand so that your body is as much like a tripod
as possible

Keeping a Camera Steady
7. For telephoto shots it helps to steady yourself against
a wall of pole.

-- Left leg forward
-- Right leg back and held rigid
-- Back straight or slightly leaning backward
-- Lock elbows against body

8. You also can set the camera on something for
support. Soft material like a hat or a bean bag helps
position the camera and adds to its stability

5. Take a deep breathe and hold your body steady.
9. Crouch or prop your elbows on your knees.
6. Gently squeeze the shutter – don’t jab at it!

Exposure
Different combinations of apertures and shutter
speeds can give the same exposure.
The exposures below all let the same amount of
light through, but have different effects
Aperture
f4
f 5.6
f8
f 11

Shutter Speed

Effect

1/250 s
1/125 s
1/60 s
1/30 s

Better for a moving subject. More narrow depth of field
Deeper depth of field.
Too slow a shutter speed for the average person to
hand-hold camera without image stabilization

Manual Mode
• Important
• Allows you to control both aperture
and shutter speed
• Allows you to bracket if necessary
• For the current assignment
(described below) use Manual Mode
if you can.

How Digital Photography Works, pp 76 - 77
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Bracketing Exposures
• If you are unsure of the exposure, consider bracketing
– All the exposures below were taken at f/10
– Take three pictures – recommended exposure, roughly one stop
“overexposed,” and roughly one stop “underexposed”
– More work, but digital pictures are cheap

Other Useful Modes
• Shutter priority mode
– You set shutter speed and camera chooses
aperture to give correct exposure
– Useful if you are hand-holding camera

• Aperture priority mode
– You set aperture and camera selects shutter
speed to give correct exposure
– Allows you control of depth of field
– Useful if you are using a tripod
1/250 sec
Camera recommended

1/160 sec

1/400 sec

Overexposed

Underexposed

ISO
• Expresses the light sensitivity of the
sensor
• Most digital cameras allow you to set the
ISO for a particular picture

ISO
• Increasing the ISO gives you more control
over the shutter speed or aperture
• Higher ISO means less light needs to
reach the sensor. This allows:
– Faster shutter speed; or
– A more narrow aperture

• Being able to vary the ISO from picture to
picture is a major advantage of digital
cameras
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ISO
• As always, there are
trade-offs
• High ISO leads to
noise

This picture was shot with a Nikon
D70 at ISO 1600

ISO
• Generally it is best to use your camera’s
lowest ISO
– Probably ISO 100 or 200

• Use higher ISO only if necessary for low
light or high shutter speed shots
• A tripod and a slow shutter speed are
preferable to a high ISO, if possible

Assignment 1
• Aperture, Shutter Speed, and Lens Perspective
• Use topics we have discussed in your pictures
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Telephoto & wide angle zoom
Different apertures
Controlling depth of field
Isolating the subject
Compressing images
Telling a story
Freezing action
Expressing motion
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